
Split Cart Marketplace Add-On v3.0.0

Split Cart Marketplace Add-On will allow the buyers to add more than one seller’s
products to their cart. While a particular seller’s products added in a cart are being
processed for checkout, the remaining products will remain in the cart so that payment
can be made immediately or later as per buyer’s convenience.

This module is an add-on of Webkul's Marketplace Module. To use this module, you
must have purchased and installed Multi Vendor Marketplace first.

Features Of Split Cart Marketplace Add-On

Buyer can add multiple seller’s products to their cart.
The admin can enable/disable the Marketplace Split Cart option.
While a particular seller’s products added in a cart are being processed for
checkout, the remaining products will remain in the cart so that payment can be
made immediately or later as per buyer’s convenience.
The Shopping cart will be split based on sellers.
Products sold by the admin can also be added to the cart.
Existing Shipping methods will work in this case that means admin don’t need to
use any additional shipping modules as after the cart split checkout will work like
normal single seller checkout and shipping will be calculated based on existing
shipping method.
Existing payment methods will work in this case that means admin don’t need to
use any additional payment modules as after the cart split checkout will work like
normal single seller checkout.

Configuration And Usage At Frontend For Split Cart Marketplace
Add-On

Admin can Enable / Disable the Split Cart option. Under
Store>Configuration>Marketplace>Marketplace Split Cart Settings.
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https://marketplace.magento.com/webkul-module-marketplace.html
https://store.webkul.com/Magento-Marketplace.html


Front-End View

Now, when a customer will add the products to the cart of different-different seller, the
cart page of the customer will look like as shown in the image below –

Now, the customer can click on the “Go to Checkout” button as per their needs for
which the customer wants to complete order.
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Here, the customer can select the Shipping Address and Shipping Method then click
on the Next button.

Now the customer can select the Payment Method, and agree to the terms and
conditions. Also the customer can apply the Discount Code, if have any and then Place
Order.
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After placing the order, the customer can see the thank you page for completing the
order as shown in the image below –

The customer can also see the remaining product in the cart which was split. The
customer can also process further with the remaining cart product as per their
convenient shipping and payment method.
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Now, the customer can select the “Go to Checkout” button and process further. Here,
the customer can select the “Shipping Address” and “Shipping Method” as shown in
the image below –

Now, the customer can select the payment method and agree to the terms and
conditions then place the order.
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Now, the customer can see the “thank you” page as shown in the image below –

Use case of Split Cart Marketplace Add-On

Splitcart is an addon of Webkul's Marketplace Module. It helps the buyer to add multiple
products of different sellers to his Cart and at the time of checkout the buyer has to
proceed checkout differently for each seller or we can say the cart page will show
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different checkouts of different sellers.

Efficient way to manage ORDERS

Split Cart Marketplace Add-On will facilitate the order management system. By this add-
on the generation of Invoices, Shipment, Credit memo can be managed separately which
will be very much efficient for managing orders.

Hassle free SHIPPING

By this add-on, shipment can also be facilitated. Buyer can choose different shipping
methods for different sellers. If in case buyer is ordering 3 products of different seller
and one of these 3 products is very much important and the buyer need it urgently so he
can easily choose express 1 day delivery for that product only and normal shipping for
other products so that he don’t need to give extra cost for express shipping for those 2
products which are less important. Which will cause a saving of money to the buyer.

Clear PAYMENT options

By splitcart add-on payment option is very much benefited. It is very much helpful for
the buyer as well as admin too.

Using this addon buyer can choose from different payment options for different sellers.
Like in case a seller is providing COD and other seller are not providing this payment
option in that case buyer can select cod for that seller and other payment option for
others.

The seller can also be benefited because he won’t need to use any other payment
module because in the cart the checkout is separated and works as normal single seller
checkout.

Impressive DISCOUNT handling

Different seller gives a different type of discount to their buyers like discount coupons,
credit points and much more. So those discounts can be easily processed at the cart
page with the help of Split cart.

Effortless RETURNS

Splitcart is very much beneficial at the time of returns. It is very easy for the buyer, as
well as sellers, to workout returns efficiently. If a buyer needs to return a product then he
can easily place a return request to the store with the order number and as split cart
generates a different order number for different seller then the return request can be
easily processed by the seller.

That is all for the Split Cart Marketplace Add-On. If you still have any issue feel free to
add a ticket and let us know your views to make the module better at
webkul.uvdesk.com
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